Policy Fellowships at the Society for Research in Child Development
The SRCD Policy Fellowship immerses postdoctoral child development experts over one to two years in a U.S. federal agency, state agency, or congressional placement where they work full time on child and family policy. Applications for 2024-2025 close on January 7, 2024. Learn more about the Fellowship. Learn how to apply.

Call for Applications: NextGenPop Undergraduate Program in Population Research
NextGenPop is an undergraduate program in population research that aims to increase the diversity of the population field and nurture the next generation of population scholars. The program includes a 2-week, in-person, on-campus summer experience and subsequent virtual components focused on research and professional development. This summer 2024, 15 undergraduate students will be hosted by Duke University, June 2-15. The program provides a stipend, room, board, and travel support. Click here for more information and application instructions.

Call for Proposals: National Council on Family Relations – due March 4, 2024
The 2022 conference will be held in Bellevue, Washington, November 20-23 and the theme is "Building Resilience Among Individuals, Families, and Communities." Preliminary conference information is here: 2024 NCFR Annual Conference | National Council on Family Relations.